
The editorial system for
digital technical documentation

Simply create all the information about 
your products and make them digitally usable.

Fulfill
the wishes
of your customers.



Document smart with intelligent information 
With the TIM editorial system, you can create technical content quickly and easily and distribute it as needed 
without additional effort. It makes no difference to you whether you use it to generate a manual or a single 
action step on a machine display or an app. In this way, you meet the information needs of your customers 
every time.

Provide your customers with pinpoint information
It has never been easier to answer your users‘ specific questions: Thanks to clearly findable information 
modules and end-to-end digital editing processes, TIM can provide requested detailed information at the 
push of a button. TIM‘s flexible and adaptable metadata concept makes it possible.

Deliver customized information for customized products
Numerous automation options such as variant filtering or filtering based on order files up to batch size 1 
ensure that you can provide individual documents at the push of a button and thus react quickly to changes 
in the market.

Use modern communication channels and media
Gain an advantage over your competition by making the technical documentation of your products 
attractive. With TIM, you can easily integrate multimedia content such as videos, QR codes, graphics, VR or AR 
data into your documentation. 

Upgrade your role
Go from technical writer to information manager and share your valuable information across the enterprise. 

  Finding instead of searching thanks to metadata 
and t he Context Manager

  Optimized reuse

  Simple and fast change management

  Powerful and comprehensive variant and 
variable management

  Automatic versioning

  Powerful TIM authoring support

  Layout-neutral writing with automatic 
formatting using publication templates 

  Automatic test functions

  System-supported release process

  Integrated DMS and MAM system, e.g. for 
Integration and management of supplier 
documents

  Increased legal certainty through system-
controlled processes and predefined warnings

  Convenient translation management

  Demand-driven publication via a wide variety of 
channels from one data source

Of course, TIM also fulfills all the tasks of a classic editorial system:
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